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Google is apparently working on the recently released Linux 3.8 kernel, a new report shows, and we will certainly wonder whether Android 5.0 Key Lime Pie will be based on a new core. Phoronix suggests that it may be too early to release Key Lime Pie OS based on Linux 3.8, given that Android 5.0 is expected to be unveiled in less than
three months, at the Google 2013 I/O event. But while the work is labeled as experimental, it seems to be developing rapidly, which sounds interesting, although we have no way to confirm what Key Lime Pie will be based on at this time. Jelly Bean is based on the Linux 3.0 core, with Google also supporting other versions including 3.3
and 3.4, with Android 4.2.2 for the Nexus 4 based on the latter. The same source detailed some improvements to the Linux 3.8 core (see second link Source below), including Samsung Exynos DRM advances, open source NVIDIA Tegra driver inclusion and reduced RAM usage. We'll keep our ears on the ground on this as we're going to
the next launch of Google's Android OS. Meanwhile, those of you who are interested in this experimental/android-3.8 repository can already test it. Spend enough time around Android, or even a PC, and eventually you'll come across the term, the Linux kernel, since Android uses the Linux kernel. The Linux part is easy enough to
understand, it's a game-by-word Linus, as in Linus Torvalds, the original creator of Linux. But the core? What is the core? What do we mean by the Linux kernel? Let's find out! The thing to remember about computers is that they are stupid. Incredibly blunt. They know only one and only one, following the instructions. One instruction after
another, round and round, to infinity. Only when a set of instructions is created that performs a useful task, computers, including mobile devices, assume a semblance of ability. (related_videos title: Latest video: Align center type custom video 682253,6822146,682235,681627 Since the computer is running, it needs instructions, it can't do
anything without them. what we see Android is a good launcher, some apps like Chrome's web browser and maybe some games. and you reach the core, the Linux kernel, to Accurate. All multitasking operations have a core of one form or another. Windows has a core, OS X has a core, iOS has a core, Windows Phone has a core, and of
course Android has a core. But of these, only Android uses the Linux kernel. Windows and Windows Phone/Mobile have their own core, often referred to as the NT core, while OS X and iOS use a kernel known as Darwin.There are other cores, including Unix cores from the FreeBSD project or the NetBSD project; Real-time kernels from
projects such as FreeRTOS built-in kernels from projects such as Contiki; and even low-power cores such as ARM's MBed OS core. This means that any computing device from IoT or wearable to supercomputer uses the core. So the kernels are important, but what is it? In a nutshell, the core is the primary program that manages
processor resources, system memory, system devices, including file systems and networks, and is responsible for managing all processes. This means that when you start the app, it's the kernel that loads the app into memory, creates the necessary processes, and launches the app. When an application needs memory, it is distributed by
the kernel. When an app wants networks it is the core that makes everything low-level processing. The driver for devices such as Bluetooth is also in the core. When an app wants to complete a task in the background, it's the kernel that handles background threads. When the app closes, it is the kernel that clears all the memory and other
resources that the application has been used. As you can imagine, the kernel is a pretty complex piece of software. The Linux kernel is thought to be more than 15 million lines of source code. This includes all drivers (over 70% of the code) plus support for various system architectures (ARM, x86, MIPS, IBM, PowerPC, SPARC, etc.).
When the kernel is built for a specific device, say a smartphone, not all of these 15 million lines of code are used, however even when you deprive something that is not needed for a specific build there is still a lot of code. Monolithic vs. microkernel with all complex systems, there are different approaches that can be used when it comes to
designing the kernel. The Linux kernel is so known as the monolithic core. This means that the kernel is one program using a single memory space. The main alternative is the micro-channel approach. With micro-ckernel, the core bases are placed in the smallest possible program and interact with other core level programs that work as
separate servers or services. Back in 1992, when Linux was in its early days, Linus Torvalds and Professor Andrew Tanenbaum (who is known for their books on operating system design and networking) had an online discussion (some say flame war) about the different virtues of monolithic core designs compared to microkernels.
Tanenbaum and Linus wrote a monolithic core. That is now the whole story of how Linux remains a monolithic core, and it is the kernel used in Android. If you are interested in an Unix-like microkernel operating system, then you should check out the Minix 3.Since Linux is a monolithic core should be a way to turn on and off some parts of
the kernel depending on your needs. This is done during compilation using a system that allows you to customize, trim, and adjust the core as needed. Some configurations do more than just activate or deactivate certain functions, they actually change the behavior of the kernel. Since Open Source Linux and Open Source Android can
build a version of Android with a tweaked core that uses different settings than the default kernel. This kernel can be copied to an Android device instead of the default core. To do this, you'll probably need a phone with an unlocked loader and your device needs to be rooted. Probably the most famous alternative core for Android is the
Franco kernel. It is available for a variety of Nexus devices (including the Galaxy Nexus and Nexus 4) and there is even an app to make using the core as easy as possible. However, Franco's core is not the only alternative core, there are others, including the ElementalX core, the Jolla core and many others. Pros and cons? Firstly the
flaws to put a new core on your Android device you will need root access. Some people are very comfortable with root access on their devices, others are not. It also implies a certain level of technical knowledge. Putting on a new kernel is not within all skills. You also need to trust the builder of the kernel. Perhaps hopefully, not because
nefarious code can be included in the new kernel build, but rather in terms of how reliable the kernel builder is in correcting errors. There is also the danger of bricking your device. When you get an Android smartphone from a reliable OEM, then the firmware has had a lot of testing before it is released. If you start playing with new cores,
you may find yourself in a position where the kernel isn't working properly and the core builder doesn't respond to error requests or questions. In addition to the brick phone, the answer will be to install another core. It is also worth noting that rooting your phone and using a new kernel will void your warranty. Most cores released on forums
such as XDA contain a warning: Your warranty is now invalid. I'm not responsible for brick-and-seek. Some even say things like this, you choose to make these changes, and if you point your finger at me for messing up the device, I'll laugh at you. So you've been warned. related_videos titleFlagships of 2016: alignment
video679646,679576,676936,675613,671671,668973,676937 You will be able to play with a number of different governors and I/O planners, and these custom built kernels tend to have a number of additional features. It also means that you can access later versions of the Linux kernel. Anecdotally custom built kernels can improve
battery life or improve performance depending on how the kernel builder changed settings and depending on your usage patterns. But as I mentioned earlier, all the major OEMs (including Google) are competing with everyone (both with Apple and Microsoft to some extent) in an attempt to get customers by offering the best smartphones
at the best prices. If it was possible to get better battery life or more performance just by tweaking a few kernel settings, then you can be sure they will! Generally, increasing battery life means lower performance, or improved performance means lower battery life, the goal is to hit that happy environment where performance is good, but so
is battery life. Wrap-upAll multi-set operating systems have a core of one kind or another. It is the basic functionality that drives system resources including memory, processes and various drivers. The rest of the operating system, whether it's Windows, OS X, iOS, Android or something built on top of the core. The core used by Android is
the core of Linux. Because the Linux and Android kernels are open source, you can create custom kernels with different configuration settings. These kernels can then replace the default core that comes with your device. To do this, you'll need root access and an unlocked loader. Popular core replacements include Franco's core and The
ElementalX core, however there are many others. What do you think of this explanation of the kernels? Let us know in the comments below. Also, why not check out the rest of the series Gary Explains. Series.
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